
May 17, 2006

Mr. Robert Tilford
311 West Beech Avenue
McCracken, KS 67556

SUBJECT:  SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Dear Mr. Tilford:

I am responding to your April 24, 2006, letter.  I would like to emphasize that the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an independent regulator.  It is NRC’s responsibility to ensure
the safety and security of spent fuel stored at nuclear power plants and at other facilities.  It is
also NRC’s responsibility to decide whether to authorize the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
to construct a proposed repository for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel.  Also, we must ensure
that if authorized, DOE safely builds, and later, safely operates, the proposed repository.

NRC's safety oversight program for spent fuel storage is designed to prevent radiation-related
deaths and illnesses, protect the environment, and safeguard the material from terrorist threats.
The oversight program includes inspections and assessments of licensee and vendor activities,
with a focus on minimizing risk to public health and safety.  Storage of spent fuel at nuclear
facilities has a very good safety record with no releases of radioactive material to date.  The
NRC also has long-standing regulatory programs to ensure the security of NRC-licensed
radioactive material.

NRC’s role in the national high-level waste (HLW) program includes being prepared to
objectively review and adjudicate a DOE license application for a national HLW geologic
repository application, within stringent statutory scheduling guidelines in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act, (as amended).  NRC is to make a decision whether to authorize construction of a
HLW repository, including a comprehensive safety review and completion of a full and fair
public hearing, in no more than 4 years after the NRC makes a decision to accept a DOE
application for review.  However, it is DOE’s responsibility to decide when such an application is
ready for submission to the NRC.
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In closing, let me assure you that NRC takes very seriously its responsibilities for the oversight
of the potential repository at Yucca Mountain and the storage of spent nuclear fuel at power
plants and other facilities.  I trust that this reply responds to your concerns, and appreciate your
interest in these matters.

Sincerely,

/RA/

Jack R. Strosnider, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
   and Safeguards
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